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Clairaudiance
Of the clairvoyant family, clairaudience is the sense through which an exchange of information between
realms becomes channeled audibly. This particular sense can be experienced in dreams, shortly upon
waking, prayer and meditation or even periodically throughout the day.
Many people who experience clairaudience report incidences such as hearing their names being called or
whispered in their ears. They may also receive more in depth messages with specific information from
people they recognize as having passed or what is interpreted as a higher being or entity such as a guide
or angel. Odd noises such as animal sounds, psychic raps, bells, whistles and other vibration sounds,
pretty much anything to get our attention, may be heard as well and will often travel in groups of twos or
threes. The difficulty can be in separating these noises from own internal thoughts and imagination.
Usually, with clairaudience the subject matter will repeat itself or be difficult to let go of emotionally.
These sounds may also be picked up with a digital recorder and played back at a later time often referred
to as EVP (electric voice phenomena). With regular deciphering other traits such as mood changes or
sudden cravings and dislikes, especially out of character will reveal themselves as well.
One particular encounter involving a personality, which we named “Farmer Fred„” appeared audibly
shortly after we moved into our new home. He made his appearance through sharp kicks to the bottom
bed post every other evening between 3:12 and 3:29. When he wasn‟t doing that a loud echoing wood
type knock would be produced just as I would begin to fall asleep.
Because these sensations seemed to be traveling through the subconscious, I attempted to open the doors
of communication through thought in expressing the entity had passed and his presence was unnerving.
This, in addition to fear seemed to only aggravate matters.
After a few months of broken sleep and heighten emotions, I became more assertive (well who am I
kidding...extrememly angry). More than just sound was beginning to emit. Not only did this gentelman
frown upon what I did but that I was a strong female, something not tolerated back in his time. So, after a
second confrontation yelling to the rafters, he had passed, had other business to attend to and that
personally I was not afraid of dying, the house was quiet again.
I am not advising confrontation, but I advise even less of being afraid. This, I can guarantee will almost
always compound the situation. Most cases of clairaudience will be harmless and can even be seen as

simply picking up on an open radio signal. However, if a presence is persistent, never be afraid to assert
yourself in explaining the difference between your realm and theirs. Psychic Medium, Clairvoyant Gold
Coast, Queensland
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